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WHAT IS

PUBLIC ART?
artist: Hal Stowers

Public art is artwork that is in the public realm, regardless of
whether it is acquired through public or private funding or a combination. Public art includes everything from more traditional art
objects such as sculptures, paintings, fountains, and mosaics to
more functional elements such paving patterns, lighting, retention walls and railings that are created by an artist.
Communities throughout the country have been using public art
for decades to create a sense of place and improve the design
quality of buildings and private development, streetscapes and
public places. As a result, public art integrates into peoples’ daily
lives in cities where artists have designed fountains, benches, tree
grates, and sound walls that buffer highway noise, to list just a few
examples. These projects are functional and aesthetically pleasing.
Public art creates a strong feeling of identity and place. This promotes tourism and economic development. Approximately 350
municipalities in North America have programs that actively commission artists to create public art for all types of public infrastructure. Some cities with plentiful public art have become known
as “museums without walls” because the artwork is so accessible
and identifiable.

“In business, where so much attention is paid to the bot-

Public art is an
essential component of creating a vibrant
community. Corporations should be encouraged to play a part in furthering that goal.”
tom line, here’s mine on this issue:

-Irv Weiser, chairman of RBC Dain Rauscher

artist: Tim Boatwright

WHAT ARE THE

ADVANTAGES

FOR THE COMMUNITY?

• Creates a sense of identity and sense of place for the community
• Improves quality of life
• Creates new experiences unique to an area
• Drives tourism
• Attracts more businesses to participate, i.e. success breeds success
• Supports the artistic community

THE ARTS IMPROVE THE ECONOMY +
THE QUALITY OF OUR PERSONAL LIVES

82%
87%

of Americans believe the arts &
culture are important to local businesses and
the economy
of Americans believe the arts & culture are
important to quality of life

“BayCare commissioned artist Mark Aeling to create a signature artwork as part of Clearwater’s mandatory Public Art in Private Development Program. “Ripple Effect,” a large-format,
three dimensional sculpture interweaves and communicates the core essence of the company’s mission: high-quality, compassionate care that inspires and connects with the community. When we built our second building the mandatory requirement had been lifted, so
we voluntarily commissioned Mark to create a companion piece, knowing how much of an
impact “Ripple Effect” has had by uplifting our employees and defining our mission as community partners.”

-Tommy Inzina, President and CEO of BayCare

WHAT ARE THE

ADVANTAGES
FOR THE DEVELOPER?
artist: Cecilia Lueza

• Attracts businesses and customers
• Attracts visitors
• Increases unique aesthetic that sets property apart
from the competition
• Increases real estate value
• Increases resale value
• Increases exposure for business
• Creates an identity for business
• Participation sets developer apart as a leader and
supporter of the Arts
• Increases employee satisfaction
• Receive publicity for development through Clearwater Arts Alliance (i.e. social media blitz, award reception, press release, etc.)
artist: Tim Boatwright

“Well-conceived public art can also confer

ongoing visibility,publicity and brand identification to a development, creating a
.”
											
- Urban Land Institute

marketing bonanza

LEARN MORE ABOUT THE

BENEFITS OF PUBLIC ART
IN OTHER CITIES

• “Public Art creatively enhances public spaces and encourages civic pride. Our successful and established
program has improved the physical, cultural, and economic aspects of our communities across the Keys contributing to our cultural and creative legacy,” says the
Florida Keys Council of the Arts. Visit www.keysarts.com
for more information.
• New York’s Public Art fund is celebrating 40 years of success and has produced wonderful videos. Visit www.
publicartfund.org/videos_etc
• Public art not only aids in recreation and intellectual
pursuits of a community, it also affects the economic
growth of an area. A strong cultural environment can
be a barometer to measure the health of a region. Visit
www.cityoforlando.net/arts

artist: Junior Polo

artist: Ya La’Ford

“The original owners of the building invested in the signature sculpture entitled Sun Time by Hal
Stowers knowing that their building was located at the gateway to downtown Clearwater. We
purchased the building in 2004 in part because of the picturesque campus setting created
by Hal’s Sun Time. I liked the big sculpture so much that I commissioned Hal to create another
large scale work resulting in a composition of 6 stainless steel shorebirds entitled Sunset Watch.
I believe both pieces are a positive contribution to the community, increase employee morale, and add tremendous value to my business and property value.
-Frank Crum Jr., President and CEO of FrankCrum

JOIN OTHER LOCAL LEADERS BY

INVESTING IN PUBLIC ART

IN YOUR DEVELOPMENT
artist: Liz Smith

• JMC & Ocean Properties are stellar examples of developers
committed to public art. Their luxury hotel Opal Sands features
art by local artists Duncan McClellan, Mark Aeling and Christopher Still. The Sandpearl Resort commissioned 2 large scale
paintings by Christopher Still that grace its lobby.
• BayCare Corporate Headquarters commissioned “The Ripple
Effect” by Mark Aeling because the personalized artwork defined BayCare’s mission and committment to the community.
• Because he understood the positive benefits of Public Art to
the community as well as his business, Frank Crum Jr. Commissioned “Sunset Watch” by Hal Stowers.
• Tom and Mary James & Raymond James Art Collection are
collectors of a wide variety of art genres. The collection is on
display at the firm’s corporate headquarters, and the recently
opened The James Museum of Western and Wildlife Art, both
artist: Tim Boatwright

“The

located in St. Petersburg, FL.

arts are so important to attract people to Pinellas County. It used to

be that you picked a company and moved where they wanted you to go. Now

We must
create an arts and cultural environment that attracts a workforce and business.”
people do research and pick a community and then look for work.

- Mike Meidel, CEcD, Director of Pinellas County Economic Development

artist: Ray Paul

artist: Candy Schultheis

artist: Ray Paul

WHAT
HELP
IS AVAILABLE?
PLEASE CONTACT

THE CLEARWATER ARTS ALLIANCE
artist: Don Gillespie

AT (727)245-0077 FOR:
Detailed information about the process for choosing to incorporate public art into your private development, including a process flowchart, options,
and answers to frequently asked questions.

WHAT INCENTIVES ARE AVAILABLE?
Density and Intensity Bonus for properties within the
CRA District. See Chapter 4 of the Downtown
Redevelopment Plan.

Visit http://www.myclearwater.com/government/city-departments/planning-development/divisions-/developmentreview-zoning/adopted-long-range-plans/downtownclearwater-redevelopment
artist: Gus & Lina Ocamposilva

“We advocate,
collaborate
and bring visibility
to the arts
to create a
better community
for Clearwater.”

www.CLEARWATERARTSALLIANCE.com

